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ABSTRACT
Automatic speech recognition is critical in natural human-centric interfaces

for ambient intelligence. The performance of an automatic speech recognition

system, however, degrades drastically when there is a mismatch between

training and testing conditions. The aim of robust speech recognition is to

overcome the mismatch problem so the result is a moderate and graceful

degradation in recognition performance. In this chapter, we provide a brief

overview of an automatic speech recognition system, describe sources of

speech variability that cause mismatch between training and testing, and

discuss some of the current techniques to achieve robust speech recognition.
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6.1 INTRODUCTION
Ambient intelligence is the vision of a technology that will become invisibly embed-

ded in our surroundings, enabled by simple and effortless interactions, context sen-

sitive, and adaptive to users [1]. Automatic speech recognition is a core component

that allows high-quality information access for ambient intelligence. However, it is a

difficult problem and one with a long history that began with initial papers appear-

ing in the 1950s [2, 3]. Thanks to the significant progress made in recent years in
this area [4, 5], speech recognition technology, once confined to research labora-

tories, is now applied to some real-world applications, and a number of commercial

speech recognition products (from Nuance, IBM, Microsoft, Nokia, etc.) are on the

market. For example, with automatic voice mail transcription by speech recognition,

a user can have a quick view of her voice mail without having to listen to it. Other

applications include voice dialing on embedded speech recognition systems.

The main factors that have made speech recognition possible are advances in dig-

ital signal processing (DSP) and stochastic modeling algorithms. Signal processing
techniques are important for extracting reliable acoustic features from the speech

signal, and stochastic modeling algorithms are useful for representing speech utter-

ances in the form of efficient models, such as hidden Markov models (HMMs), which

simplify the speech recognition task. Other factors responsible for the commercial

success of speech recognition technology include the availability of fast processors

(in the form of DSP chips) and high-density memories at relatively low cost.

With the current state of the art in speech recognition technology, it is relatively

easy to accomplish complex speech recognition tasks reasonably well in controlled
laboratory environments. For example, it is now possible to achieve less than a 0.4%

string error rate in a speaker-independent digit recognition task [6]. Even continuous

speech from many speakers and from a vocabulary of 5000 words can be recognized

with a word error rate below 4% [7]. This high level of performance is achievable

only when the training and the test data match. When there is a mismatch between

training and test data, performance degrades drastically.

Mismatch between training and test sets may occur because of changes in acoustic

environments (background, channel mismatch, etc.), speakers, task domains, speaking
styles, and the like [8]. Each of these sources of mismatch can cause severe distortion

in recognition performance for ambient intelligence. For example, a continuous speech

recognition system with a 5000-word vocabulary raised its word error rate from 15%

in clean conditions to 69% in 10-dB to 20-dB signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) conditions

[9, 10]. Similar degradations in recognition performance due to channel mismatch

are observed. The recognition accuracy of the SPHINX speech recognition system

on a speaker-independent alphanumeric task dropped from 85% to 20% correct

when the close-talking Sennheiser microphone used in training was replaced by the
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omnidirectional Crown desktop microphone [11]. Similarly, when a digital recogni-

tion system is trained for a particular speaker, its accuracy can be easily 100%, but its

performance degrades to as low as 50% when it is tested on a new speaker.

To understand the effect of mismatch between training and test conditions, we

show in Figure 6.1 the performance of a speaker-dependent, isolated-word recogni-

tion system on speech corrupted by additive white noise. The recognition system
uses a nine-word English e-set alphabet vocabulary where each word is represented

by a single-mixture continuous Gaussian density HMM with five states. The figure

shows recognition accuracy as a function of the SNR of the test speech under

(1) mismatched conditions where the recognition system is trained on clean speech

and tested on noisy speech, and (2) matched conditions where the training and the

test speech data have the same SNR.

It can be seen from Figure 6.1 that the additive noise causes a drastic degradation

in recognition performance under the mismatched conditions; with the matched
conditions, however, the degradation is moderate and graceful. It may be noted here

that if the SNR becomes too low (such as �10 dB), the result is very poor recogni-

tion performance even when the system operates under matched noise conditions.

This is because the signal is completely swamped by noise and no useful information

can be extracted from it during training or in testing.
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FIGURE 6.1

Effect of additive white noise on speech recognition performance under matched and mismatched

conditions: training with clean speech (dotted line); training and testing with same-SNR speech

(solid line).
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When a speech recognition system is deployed in a real-life situation for ambient

intelligence, there is bound to be a mismatch between training and testing that

causes severe deterioration in recognition performance. The aim of a robust speech

recognition system is to remove the effect of mismatch and achieve performance

that is as graceful as obtained under matched conditions.

Note that devices used for ambient intelligence are usually small, low power, low
weight, and (very important) low cost. A successful speech recognition system

therefore needs to consider factors of practical implementation and system usage.

These challenges include but are not limited to dealing with large volumes of incom-

ing recognition requests, prompt response, and hardware constraints such as low

memory and fixed-point arithmetic on DSP chips.

In this chapter, we provide only a glimpse of robust speech recognition and

describe briefly some of the popular techniques used for this purpose. (For more

details, see [12–21].) We will focus here mainly on techniques to handle mismatches
resulting from changes in acoustic environments (e.g., channel and noise distor-

tions). Some of these are equally applicable to mismatches resulting from speaker

variability. The chapter is organized as follows: Section 6.2 provides a brief overview

of the automatic speech recognition process. Different sources of variability in

speech signals are discussed in Section 6.3. Robust speech recognition techniques

are briefly described in Section 6.4. Section 6.5 concludes the chapter.
6.2 SPEECH RECOGNITION OVERVIEW
The objective of an automatic speech recognition system is to take the speech wave-

form of an unknown (input) utterance, and classify it as one of a set of spoken

words, phrases, or sentences. Typically, this is done in two steps (as shown in

Figure 6.2). In the first step, an acoustic front-end is used to perform feature analysis
Feature
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FIGURE 6.2

Block diagram of an automatic speech recognition system.
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of the speech signal at the rate of about 100 frames per second to extract a set of

features. This produces a sequence of feature vectors that characterizes the speech

utterance sequentially in time.

The second step deals with pattern classification, where the sequence of feature

vectors is compared against the machine’s knowledge of speech (in the form of

acoustics, lexicon, syntax, semantics, etc.) to arrive at a transcription of the input
utterance.

Currently, most speech recognition systems use a statistical framework to carry

out the pattern classification task, and they generally recognize the input speech

utterance as a sequence of words. Consider a sequence of feature vectors,

Y ¼ y1;y2; . . . ; yTf g
representing the T frames of the input speech utterance. The task of the system is to

find a word sequence,

W ¼ w1;w2; . . . ;wKf g
that maximizes the a posteriori probability of the observation sequence Y; that is,
the recognized word sequence,

Ŵ ¼ ŵ1; ŵ2; . . . ; ŵK̂f g
is given by the following equation:

Ŵ ¼ argmax
W

PrðW jYÞ (6.1)

In this Equation (6.1), maximization of the a posteriori probability Pr(W|Y) is over
all possible word sequences {w1, w2, . . . ,wK} for all possible values of K. For a

large-vocabulary continuous-speech system, this is a computationally exorbitant

task. Fast search algorithms are available in the literature to carry it out [22–24].

Applying Bayes’s rule and noting that Pr(Y) is independent of W, Equation (6.1)

can be written as

Ŵ ¼ argmax
W

PrðYjW Þ� PrðW Þ (6.2)

This is known as the maximum a posteriori probability (MAP) decision rule in the

statistical pattern recognition literature [25].
Equation (6.2) indicates that we need two probabilities Pr(Y|W) and Pr(W) to

carry out the recognition task. These are computed through the acoustic and lan-

guage models, respectively, which are briefly described as follows:

Acoustic models. The acoustic models are used to compute the probability Pr(Y|W).
To do this, we need the probability of an observed sequence of feature vectors

for each of the words in the vocabulary. This is done by representing each word

by a hidden Markov model (HMM) [27] and estimating the HMM parameters from

an independent (and preferably large) speech data set during the training phase.

To capture the sequential nature of speech, the left-to-right HMMs are used to

model individual words. For a large-vocabulary continuous-speech recognition
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system, it is not possible to have one HMM for each word, so we seek smaller

units (subword units) to characterize these probabilities. Examples of subword

units are phonemes, demisyllables, and syllables. If there are M phonemes in

the (English) language, we can have M HMMs, each estimated from the training

data belonging to a particular phoneme. These are called context-independent

models. For a large-vocabulary speech recognition system, such models are not
adequate, and one requires context-dependent modeling to get good recognition

performance.

Current recognition systems use HMMs for all possible left and right contexts

for each phoneme (triphone models). Once the acoustic models (in the form of

HMMs) are available for individual subword units (e.g., triphones) from the train-

ing phase, the word models are constructed from the subword models according

to the transcription of the words (in terms of subword units) contained in the

lexicon.
Language model. The language model is used to compute the probability Pr(W).

Note that Pr(W) is independent of the observed feature vector sequence Y.
Like acoustic models, the language model is estimated from a large, independent

corpus of training data. Among different language models proposed in the lit-

erature, the N-gram model (where N is typically 2, 3, or 4) is perhaps the most

popular and simplest for representing the syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic

sources of knowledge. In it, the probability of the current word depends on

N�1 preceding words. Thus, it is very effective for capturing local dependencies
between words. In an N-gram model, the probability Pr(wk|w1,w2, . . . ,wk�1) is

approximated by Pr(wk|wk�1,wk�2, . . . ,wk�Nþ1). As an example, we show the

procedure for calculating the probability Pr(W) using the trigram model (N = 3).

PrðW Þ ¼ Prðw1;w2; . . . ;wKÞ
¼

YK
k¼1

Prðwkjw1;w2; . . . ;wk�1Þ

¼
YK
k¼1

Prðwkjwk�1;wk�2Þ
(6.3)

Thus, we compute the acoustic and language models in the training phase from the

data available for training the speech recognizer. Let us denote the set of acoustic

models (i.e., subword HMMs) by LX and the set of N-gram models by �W. Then

the MAP decision rule (Equation (6.2)) can be written in terms of these models as

follows:

Ŵ ¼ argmax
W

PrðYjW ;LXÞ� PrðW j�W Þ (6.4)

During the test phase, the recognizer uses the acoustic and language models to com-
pute the probabilities Pr(Y|W, LX) and Pr(W|�W) and to carry out the recognition

of the input utterance according to the MAP decision rule given by Equation (6.4).
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6.3 VARIABILITY IN THE SPEECH SIGNAL
Robust speech recognition deals with the mismatch between the training and test-

ing conditions. Most of this mismatch is due to variability in the speech signal result-

ing from various sources, some of which are listed here:

Background noise. When speech is recorded in a given acoustic environment, the

resulting signal is the sum of the speech produced by a speaker and the

background (or ambient) noise. This additive noise generally has a colored

spectrum, whose shape depends on the source that generates it. In an office envi-

ronment, background noise results from sources such as computers, printers, type-

writers, air conditioners, telephones, fans, background, conversations, and so

forth. In a moving-car environment, it can be due to engine, wind, tires, road, and
the like. Sources of background noise for other environments (such as a telephone

booth, industrial plant, plane cockpit) can also be easily identified. Depending

on the source, the background noise can be stationary (e.g., a fan or an air-conditioner)

or nonstationary (e.g., a moving car).

Though spectral shape aswell as level of background noise causes a degradation

in recognition performance, the latter has a greater effect. When the background

noise is at a relatively high level, it produces the Lombard effect [29], which

changes even the characteristics of the speech signal produced by a given speaker.
Room reverberation. Room reverberation causes a convolutional distortion; that is,

the reverberated speech signal can be modeled as a convolution of the intended

speech signal, with the impulse response characterizing the distortion. The

amount of reverberation distortion is determined by the room acoustics and

the position of speaker and microphone within the room. When a speaker is

at a relatively large distance from the microphone, the reverberation distortion

becomes serious and can significantly affect speech recognition performance [30].

Microphone characteristics. A microphone acts on the speech signal as a linear filter
(approximately) and causes convolution distortion. Since different types of micro-

phones have different frequency responses, their mismatch during training and test

conditions causes severe recognition performance degradation [11].

Transmission channel. When a speech recognizer is accessed through a telephone

or mobile phone, the transmission channel used is totally unknown and unpre-

dictable. This causes mismatch between training and testing, and speech recogni-

tion performance suffers because of it. A transmission channel acts like a linear

filter on the speech signal and causes convolution distortion. Mobile telephony
introduces another distortion, resulting from speech coders, which also affects

recognition performance adversely [31].

Intra-speaker variability. When a person speaks the same word twice at different

times of day, the resulting utterances show different acoustic characteristics. This

intra-speaker variability is mainly caused by changes in the health and emotional

state of the speaker.
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Inter-speaker variability. Inter-speaker variability is one of the main sources of mis-

match between training and testing conditions and is a major cause of the

degraded performance of a speech recognizer. Differences in the length and

shape of the vocal tract, dialect, pronunciation, and articulatory habits are some

examples of this variability.

Most of the sources of speech variability discussed produce additive distortion (e.g.,

background noise) and/or convolution distortion (e.g., microphone mismatch) in

the speech signal. A common model that describes these distortions and helps in

understanding robust speech recognition techniques (discussed in the next section)

is as follows:

yt ¼ xt * ht þwt (6.5)

where the symbol * denotes the convolution operation and the subscript t is the time

index. xt and yt are the clean speech signal and the distorted signal, respectively. ht

and wt each denote convolution distortion and the additive noise signal. In this equa-

tion, both distortions are nonstationary, but they can be assumed stationary for simplic-

ity of analysis. Further assuming that yt, xt, and wt are uncorrelated, we have a power

spectrum after the short-time Fourier analysis of the distorted signal as

Pyyðm; f Þ ¼ Pxxðm; f ÞjHð f Þj2 þ Pwwð f Þ (6.6)

where f is the frequency variable and m is the frame index; H( f ) denotes the Fourier

transform of ht; and Pyy(m, f ), Pxx(m, f ), and Pww( f ) are the power spectra of yt,
xt, and wt, respectively. If there is only convolution distortion present in the signal,

Equation (6.6) can be written as

log Pyyðm; f Þ ¼ log Pxxðm; f Þ þ 2 log jHð f Þj (6.7)

When the signal is corrupted by additive noise distortion (i.e., there is no convolu-

tion distortion), then Equation (6.6) can be written as

Pyyðm; f Þ ¼ Pxxðm; f Þ þ Pwwð f Þ (6.8)

Equations (6.6), (6.7), and (6.8) form the basis of a number of the robust speech rec-

ognition techniques discussed in the next section.
6.4 ROBUST SPEECH RECOGNITION TECHNIQUES
As mentioned earlier, robust speech recognition deals with the problem resulting

from the mismatch between training and testing. A speech recognizer is considered

robust if it (approximately) maintains good recognition performance even if this mis-

match exists.

Some researchers believe that one can solve the mismatch problem by increasing
the size of the training data set and including all possible speech variations in it.

However, this approach, called matched training or multi-condition training, solves

the problem only to some extent. The models computed from this large training data
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set may be diffused and diluted (i.e., they may have large variance). As a result, their

performance may be relatively poor for all test conditions. By increasing the size of

the training data set and including all possible speech variations in it, one is only

improving generalization capability at the cost of recognition performance.

To really solve the robust speech recognition problem, one has to understand the

basic characteristics of the speech signal and the effect of different sources of distor-
tion and variability, and then capture this knowledge during the feature extraction

and acoustic-modeling stages. If the mismatch still remains, one must use small

amounts of adaptation data prior to testing the recognition system for fine tuning.

In this chapter, we concentrate on the mismatch between training and testing

conditions resulting from variability in the speech signal. This means that we have

to handle the mismatch between the acoustic models LX and the observation

sequence Y, without worrying about the language model �W.
6.4.1 Speech Enhancement Techniques

The aim of a speech enhancement system is to suppress the noise in a noisy speech

signal. For robust speech recognition, such a system is used as a preprocessor to a

speech recognizer. Since it produces a clean speech signal, no changes in the recog-

nition system are necessary to make it robust. A number of speech enhancement

techniques have been reported in the literature [32]. They include spectral subtrac-

tion [33, 34, 41], Wiener and Kalman filtering [35], MMSE estimation [36], comb fil-
tering [32], subspace methods [37, 38], and phase spectrum compensation [39, 40].

These techniques were originally developed with the aim of improving the intel-

ligibility of noisy speech, but they can be used for robust speech recognition as well.

The technique that has been used most for this purpose is spectral subtraction, in

which the power spectrum of clean speech Pxx(m, f ) is estimated by explicitly sub-

tracting the noise power spectrum Pww( f ) from the noisy speech power spectrum

Pyy(m, f ) using Equation (6.8). This requires information about the noise power

spectrum, which can be estimated from the nonspeech frames detected by voice
activity detection (VAD). However, it is not always possible to detect the nonspeech

frames correctly, which affects the estimation of the noise power spectrum and may

result in poor speech enhancement. Hence, a practical spectral subtraction scheme

has the form

P̂xxðm; f Þ ¼
Pyyðm; f Þ � aPwwð f Þ if P̂xxðm; f Þ � bPwwð f Þ

bPwwð f Þ otherwise

8<
: (6.9)

where a is an oversubtraction factor and b sets a spectral floor to avoid the
enhanced spectra from becoming negative. Wiener filtering, which is closely related

to spectral subtraction [44], was recently used in an industrial standard [45, 46] for

speech recognition.

Since VAD itself is hard to tune for correct determination of speech and non-

speech events, especially in low SNR and highly nonstationary noise conditions,
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there are methods that estimate the noise power spectrum without VAD. In [42, 43],

based on the observations that speech and background noise are usually statistically

independent and that the power spectrum Pyy( m, f ) frequently decays to the noise

power spectrum Pww( f ), minimum statistics methods estimated the noise power

spectrum by tracking and smoothing spectral minima in each frequency band.

Phase spectrum compensation (PSC) [39, 40] is a recently proposed approach to
speech enhancement in which the noisy magnitude spectrum is recombined with a

changed phase spectrum to produce a modified complex spectrum. During synthe-

sis, the low-energy components of the modified complex spectrum cancel out more

than the high-energy components, thus reducing background noise.

The PSC procedure is as follows. First, the noisy speech signal yt is transformed

via N-point short-time Fourier transform into the complex spectrum Y(m, k) at

frame m. Second, the noisy complex spectrum is offset by an additive real-valued

frequency-dependent X(k) function:

YXðm; kÞ ¼ Y ðm; kÞ þ XðkÞ (6.10)

where X(k) should be anti-symmetric about Fs/2 (half the sampling rate). A simple

anti-symmetric X(k) function may be as follows:

XðkÞ ¼
þx 0 � k <

N

2

�x
N

2
� k � N � 1

8>>><
>>>:

(6.11)

where x is a real-valued constant and N is the length of frequency analysis assumed

to be even. YX(m, k) is used to compute the changed phase spectrum through the

arctangent function

∠YXðm; kÞ ¼ arctan
Im YXðm; kÞf g
Re YXðm; kÞf g

� �
(6.12)

where Im{�} and Re{�} denote imaginary and real operators, respectively. The phase

spectrum is combined with the noisy magnitude spectrum to produce a modified

complex spectrum:

X̂Xðm; kÞ ¼ jYðm; kÞje j∠YXðm; kÞ (6.13)

In the synthesis stage, the complex spectrum of Equation (6.13) is converted to a

time-domain representation. Because of the additive offset introduced in Equation

(6.10), the modified complex spectrum X̂Xðm; kÞ may not be conjugate symmetric

and the resulting time-domain signal may be complex. In the proposed PSC method,

the imaginary component is discarded. The enhanced signal x̂t is produced by

employing the overlap-and-add procedure.
All of the above methods can be tuned to achieve a certain degree of noise reduc-

tion at the cost of some speech distortion. Note that, for an ASR system, speech dis-

tortion is usually difficult to compensate for, but residual noise remaining after

speech enhancement can be post-processed using techniques discussed later in this
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chapter. Hence, an optimal set of speech enhancement parameters for ASR systems

usually allows more residual noise than that for a human listener. For this reason, the

optimal speech enhancement parameters for ASR and for a human listener can be

very different.
6.4.2 Robust Feature Selection and Extraction Methods

Selection of proper acoustic features is perhaps the most important task in the

design of a robust speech recognition system, as it directly affects system perfor-

mance. These features should be selected with the following criteria in mind:

n They should contain the maximum information necessary for speech recognition.
n They should be insensitive to speaker characteristics, manner of speaking, back-

ground noise, channel distortion, and so forth.
n We should be able to estimate them accurately and reliably.
n We should be able to estimate them through a computationally efficient

procedure.
n They should have a physical meaning (preferably consistent with the human

auditory perception process).

Obviously, it is very difficult to select a set of acoustic features that satisfies all of

these requirements, and a great deal of research has gone into identifying them

(see [54, 58–60, 62] and references therein for different front-ends).
Once the features are selected, the task of the acoustic front-end is to extract

them from the speech signal. It does this by dividing the signal into overlapping time

frames and computing the values of the features for each frame. The complexity of

the acoustic front-end depends on the type of features selected. They may be as sim-

ple as the energy and zero-crossing rate of the waveform during each frame. A better,

but more complex, method for feature analysis is based on the source/system model

of the speech production system. It is generally considered that the system part of

this model represents the vocal tract response and contains most of the linguistic
information necessary for speech recognition. The power spectrum of each speech

frame contains information about the source part (in the form of a fine structure)

and vocal tract system part (in the form of a smooth spectral envelope). The acoustic

front-end computes the smooth spectral envelope from the power spectrum by

removing the fine structure. Once the envelope is estimated, it can be represented

in terms of a few parameters (such as cepstral coefficients). These parameters are

used as acoustic features in a speech recognition system. Human listeners, in con-

trast, can recognize speech even in the presence of large amounts of noise and chan-
nel distortions. Therefore, it is argued that the acoustic front-end can be made more

robust to these distortions by utilizing the properties of the human auditory system.

The Mel filter-bank analysis procedure [55] is based on the fact that the fre-

quency sensitivity of the human ear is greater at low frequencies than at high fre-

quencies. Therefore, the analysis computes the power spectrum of a given speech

frame by using a nonuniform filter bank, where filter bandwidth increases
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logarithmically with filter frequency (according to the Mel scale). The Mel frequency

cepstral coefficients (MFCCs) representing the smooth spectral envelope are com-

puted from the power spectrum using homomorphic analysis. The MFCC feature

and its time derivatives [56] are now the most widely used speech features. Inclu-

sion of time derivatives in the feature set improves recognition performance in

matched as well as mismatched acoustic conditions [69].
PLP analysis [57] uses more detailed properties of the human auditory system

than does Mel filter-bank analysis to compute the power spectrum. In addition to

a nonuniform filter bank (where filters are spaced according to the Bark scale), it

uses an equal loudness curve and the intensity-loudness power law to better model

the auditory system. The cepstral features are estimated from the resulting power

spectrum using LP analysis.

Recent discriminative feature extraction methods [64, 65, 67] use a posteriori

probabilities of a set of models that are related to classification accuracy. For exam-
ple, the tandem features [64] are computed with a multilayer perceptron (MLP) to

first discriminatively transform multiple feature vectors (typically several frames of

MFCC or PLP features). The outputs of the MLPs approximate the a posteriori prob-

abilities of selected phones given the snapshot of these input frames. For the a pos-

teriori probabilities to be used as input to HMM, they are transformed by principal

component analysis (PCA). Training MLPs increases the a posteriori probabilities

of the selected phones in comparison to the probabilities of competing phones.

It is found that augmenting the feature with other features such MFCCs and PLPs
is preferable when training and testing environments have mismatches [66].

The feature-space minimum phone error (fMPE) method [67] is another example

of discriminative feature extraction. Using a discriminative training method [68], it

estimates a matrix to transform a high-dimension vector consisting of a posteriori

probabilities of Gaussian components in HMM into a time-dependent vector that

adds to the original input vector. These Gaussian components are further updated

on the extracted feature. The procedures for estimating the transform and for

updating the Gaussian components are repeated several times. It is interesting that
the fMPE feature is not appended to the original feature vector, as is common with

other feature extraction methods such as the previously mentioned tandem feature

or the delta/acceleration parameters. A discussion in [114] suggests that fMPE

may be analyzed in light of feature compensation methods such as SPLICE [113]

(see Section 6.4.4).

Heteroscedastic linear discriminant analysis (HLDA) [71] defines an objective

function of discrimination using the actual covariance of Gaussian components in

HMM as follows,

QHLDAðAÞ ¼
X
n

gn log
jAjSbA

T

ASðnÞAT
(6.14)

where gn is the total occupation posterior probability of component n, and S(n) is
its covariance; Sb is the between-class covariance. The matrix A is not constrained

to be full rank, so it can have fewer rows than columns, which results in dimension

reduction.
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By maximizing the objective function, HLDA allows decorrelation of the elements

in feature vectors while rotating them to achieve dimension reduction with little

loss of discrimination. In practice, five to nine adjacent frames of feature vectors

are concatenated, forming a slice with about 200 feature dimensions. The slice is

then analyzed using HLDA, and the feature dimensions can be reduced to, say, 39.

Since much of the discrimination of the original high-dimensional slice is kept,
HLDA-processed features can yield improved performance over those with similar

dimension but without such processing.

6.4.3 Feature Normalization Techniques

Variability not related to discriminating speech content may be reduced by feature

normalization techniques. For instance, cepstral mean normalization (CMN) [72]
assumes that the interfering distortion is stationary and convolutional (see Equation

(6.7)), and suppresses it by subtracting the long-term cepstral mean vector (over the

input utterance) from the current cepstral vector. This technique is currently very

popular for overcoming channel mismatch distortion. When the channel is slowly

varying with time, its effect can be eliminated by highpass filtering (e.g., RASTA)

of the sequence of cepstral feature vectors [73, 76].

Cepstral variance normalization (CVN) [77] reduces mismatches by normalizing

the second moment of the distribution of speech to a fixed value. It is usually com-
bined with CMN and other techniques, such as speaker adaptation, and yields good

results. Some embedded speech recognition systems [78] use CMN and CVN

because of their low implementation costs. CMN and CVN are further extended in

[79] to equalize histograms of training and testing data.

Vocal tract length normalization (VTLN) warps the frequency axis of the magni-

tude spectrum to reduce the shifting of formant frequencies due to speaker varia-

tions. This is achieved by linearly scaling the filter-bank center frequencies within

the front-end feature extraction to approximate a canonical formant frequency scal-
ing [80]. Given a previously trained acoustic model, a grid search on likelihoods

against different frequency-warping parameters is performed to find the optimal

likelihood of an utterance. Once all utterances are normalized, the acoustic models

are re-estimated. This is repeated until the VTLN parameters of all utterances are sta-

bilized. It was observed in [81] that VTLN may be considered a special type of maxi-

mum-likelihood linear regression method (see Section 6.4.5, subsection Adaptation-

Based Compensation).
6.4.4 Stereo Data-Based Feature Enhancement

In some applications, stereo data may be available. For instance, hands-free micro-

phones can be placed in a car to collect noisy speech along with speech collected

via close-talking microphones. It is also possible to generate noisy speech by artifi-

cially adding noise to clean speech. Stereo data can be used to estimate mapping

from noisy to clean speech, and this mapping can be used to enhance noisy speech

features in the testing phase.
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Usually, a minimum mean-square error (MMSE) scheme [82, 83, 86, 113] is used

to enhance the feature vector:

X̂t ¼ e ðXt jYtÞ (6.15)

The noisy observation yt is assumed to be distributed in multiple Gaussian compo-

nents
P

ncnNðyt ; m
ðnÞ
y ;SðnÞ

y Þ with a mixture weight cn for Gaussian component n.

This is similar for clean speech distribution. Assuming that the clean speech xt

and the noisy speech are distributed jointly within each component n, an estimate

of the clean speech in the component is

e
�
xt jyt ;nÞ ¼ mðnÞx þ SðnÞ

xy ðSðnÞ
y Þ�1ðyt � mðnÞy Þ

¼ AðnÞyt þ bðnÞ
(6.16)

Because there are correlations among clean and noisy speech, as shown in SðnÞ
xy ,

matrix A(n) is usually full, representing a rotation from yt to the cleaned speech xt.

b(n) serves as a bias within the component. The MMSE estimate (Eq. 6.15) is then

a weighted average of the above estimates, with weights being a posteriori probabil-

ities of Gaussian components given a noisy observation sequence.

The SPLICE method [113] assumes only bias b(n) to be estimated within each
Gaussian component n. Using stereo data, a training procedure estimates the bias as

bðnÞ ¼
P

t gnðtÞðxt � ytÞP
t gnðtÞ

(6.17)

where

gnðtÞ ¼
cnNðyt ; m

ðnÞ
y ;SðnÞ

y ÞP
n cnNðyt ; m

ðnÞ
y ;SðnÞ

y Þ
(6.18)

is the a posteriori probability of Gaussian component n given noisy observation

yt. During testing, at each time t, a Gaussian component n* is selected as n* =

argmaxn gn(t) and the enhanced feature is obtained by subtracting the bias of the

selected Gaussian component from noisy observation as x̂t ¼ yt � bn*.

When stereo data is not available, statistics in a noisy environment may be

predicted using a model of the environment. This type of method is described in

Section 6.4.5.

6.4.5 The Stochastic Matching Framework

This section describes methods in a stochastic matching framework [94] that can

further improve the performance of features extracted as discussed in Sections

6.4.1 through 6.4.4. To achieve this, knowledge of acoustic models is usually
employed. In a typical stochastic matching scenario, HMMs are computed during

the training phase from a large collection of data coming from a number of speakers

and environments. Stochastic matching is carried out for a new speaker or environ-

ment either in feature-space or in model space using a small amount of speaker-

specific or environment-specific adaptation data.
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Let us denote this adaptation data by Y, and let us assume that the transcription

of Y is available. Let us denote this transcription by W. This data is utilized to design

a transformation Gy in the model space:

LY ¼ GyðLXÞ (6.19)

or a transformation Fy in the feature-space:

Ŷ ¼ FyðYÞ (6.20)

The functional forms of the transformations are assumed to be known from our

prior knowledge of the source of mismatch, and y are the associated parameters.

These parameters are estimated so as to provide the best match between the trans-

formed models LY and the adaptation data Y, or the enhanced feature Ŷ and the orig-

inal model LX. Usually, the maximum likelihood formulation is used to estimate ŷ for

model space adaptation as follows:

ŷ ¼ argmax
y

PrðYjy;W ; LXÞ� PrðW j�W Þ (6.21)

The maximization in this equation can be carried out using the expectation-maximi-
zation (EM) algorithm [94]. Parameters for feature-space enhancement can be simi-

larly derived.

We may categorize methods in stochastic matching according to the following

criteria

n Whether a parametric function representing environment distortions is used
n Whether a method works in model space or in feature-space

Model-Based Model Adaptation
One way to achieve robust speech recognition is by training a new set of models

from scratch every time the test condition changes. These models may be saved

on a large disk and be invoked whenever a working condition is detected [88, 89].

This approach requires a large disk space for saving the models, which is very

expensive for applications such as embedded speech recognition.

Another approach [11, 84, 87, 90, 106, 107, 111] is to capture some information

about the mismatch during the training phase and use it for model adaptation. The
mismatch may be modeled as a parametric transformation of HMM parameters,

and the parameters may be meaningful. Using Equations (6.7) and (6.8), the joint

additive and convolutive distortion compensation method (JAC) [90] relates a noisy

observation in the log-spectral domain to clean speech log-spectra log Pxx(m, f ),

additive noise log Pww( f ), and channel distortion H( f ) as

logPyyðm; f Þ ¼ logðPxxðm; f ÞjHð f Þj2 þ Pwwð f ÞÞ

¼ logPxxðm; f Þ þ logjHð f Þj2 þ log 1þ Pwwð f Þ
Pxxðm; f ÞjHð f Þj2

0
@

1
A

¼ logPxxðm; f Þ þ logjHð f Þj2 þ gðPxxðm; f Þ; jHð f Þj2;Pwwð f ÞÞ

(6.22)
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where

gðx; y; zÞ ¼ log ð1þ expð log z � log x � log yÞÞ (6.23)

To use the functions just described to represent effects in the model space, at

every Gaussian component n, we expand them using a first-order Taylor series

around clean speech mean mðnÞx , noise mean mn, and channel distortion mean mh as

logPyyðm; f Þ � C�1ðmðnÞx þ mhÞ þ gðC�1mðnÞx ;C�1mh;C
�1mnÞ

þ GxðC logPxxðm; f Þ � mðnÞx Þ þ GhðC logjHð f Þj2 � mhÞ
þ GnðC logPwwð f Þ � mnÞ

(6.24)

where C and C
�1 each denote the discrete cosine transformation and its inverse.

Gx, Gh, and Gn each denote the first-order differential of noisy observation log Pyy
(m, f ) with respect to clean speech, channel distortion, and noise.

The channel distortion and noise mean may be estimated using the EM algorithm.

Given these estimations, JAC reduces the mismatch caused by channel distortion

and noise by transforming clean speech mean mðnÞx to noisy speech mean m̂ðnÞy as

m̂ðnÞy ¼ mðnÞx þ mh þ C gðC�1mðnÞx ;C�1mh;C
�1mnÞ (6.25)

Whereas JAC compensates mean mðnÞx only, the parallel model combination (PMC)

[87] method and VTS methods [84] further compensate distortion effects on speech
covariance. In addition to the distortions parameters mh and mn, the original clean

speech model mean mðnÞx can be updated [115].

These methods provide a framework for incorporating independent concurrent

signals (speech and noise) using a parametric function with a small number of mean-

ingful parameters. The nonlinear function (Eq. 6.25) allows the acoustic model

mean to be quickly adapted to noisy conditions, thus allowing robust performance

in slowly time-varying noise [106–108]. This is also very useful for embedded speech

recognition [85] in mobile environments, where distortion parameters mh and mn
must be estimated from the utterance in use and noise conditions for one utterance

can be very different from those for others.

The computational cost of model-space methods is usually high because they

apply the nonlinear function (Eq. 6.25) on every speech mean. In [112], a scheme

was devised to reduce the number of times that (Eq. 6.25) is computed, so that

the JAC method can still be applied on embedded devices with very limited compu-

tational resources. In this method, clean speech mean vectors are first vector-quan-

tized to have a centroid mean vector mcðnÞx for every cluster c(n). Then, for each
cluster, the following bias is computed:

bcðnÞ ¼ mh þ CgðC�1mcðnÞx ;C�1mh;C
�1mnÞ (6.26)

which represents the last two terms in function (Eq. 6.25). Finally, this bias is

applied to every mean vector within the cluster to compensate environment distor-

tion effects.
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Model-Based Feature Enhancement
Similar to the model-based model adaptation method, model-based feature enhance-
ment methods [82, 91–93, 109, 110] use a parametric function of distortion and an

optimal estimation of the function’s parameters. In VTS-based feature enhance-

mentmethod [109, 110], a clean-speechGMM, togetherwith the estimate of distortion

parameters, is used to produce a GMM for noisy speech. Statistics of noisy speech can

be predicted by VTS decomposition of (Eq. 6.22) around the clean speech mean vec-

tor, noise, and channel distortion. For example, for a Gaussian component n, the noisy

speech mean vector mðnÞy can be predicted using equation (Eq. 6.25). The variance of

noisy speech, SðnÞ
y , can be similarly derived. With the noisy-speech GMM, the a poster-

iori probability of componentn given a noisy observation can be estimated in Equation

(6.18). We can then obtain an estimate of clean speech xt using (Eq. 6.15) and

eðxt jyt ;nÞ ¼ yt � mh � CgðC�1mðnÞx ;C�1mh;C
�1mnÞ (6.27)

In the feature-space methods, clean-speech GMMs for enhancement have far

fewer Gaussian components than do those in acoustic models for recognition.

Therefore, the cost for computing the nonlinear function g(�) on every Gaussian

component in the feature-space methods is much lower than that in model-space

model adaptation methods (Section 6.4.5). However, since the latter can adapt every

parameter in HMMs for speech recognition, they compensate environment effects in
much more detail than does enhancement of feature vectors alone, and so, usually

perform better than model-based feature enhancement methods.

Adaptation-Based Compensation
The methods in this section, although originally developed for speaker adaptation, are

equally useful for handling other sources of mismatch (background noise, micro-

phone, and channel mismatch distortion). They follow the same concept in

(Eq. 6.19) for model-space and (Eq. 6.20) feature-space stochastic matching, but do
not necessarily use a parametric function with parameters representing environment

distortions. The several functional forms include a simple cepstral bias [94–96], linear

affine transformation [97–99], and nonlinear transformation realized through an

MLP [100]. The linear affine transformation is currently the most popular choice,

and the resulting formulation (given by Eq. (6.21)) is called maximum likelihood lin-

ear regression (MLLR) [98, 99]. Particularly, feature-space MLLR, or fMLLR, is a variant

of MLLR that has the same linear transforms applied on means and covariance. In

fMLLR, the adapted mean m̂ðnÞ and covariance Ŝ
ðnÞ

at Gaussian component n are

m̂ðnÞ ¼ AmðnÞ þ b

Ŝ
ðnÞ ¼ ASðnÞAT

where A and b are, respectively, the transformation matrix and the bias. The likeli-

hood of observation yt at Gaussian component (n) can be expressed as

Prðyt jy;LXÞ ¼ jAj�1
NðA�1ðyt � bÞ; mðnÞ;SðnÞÞ (6.28)
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Because this likelihood computation does not change the model parameters, fMLLR

is appealing in applications where modifying HMM parameters is expensive.

To improve performance of linear affine transformations, it is a common and

powerful practice to use a regression tree. When the amount of adaptation data is

limited, a global transform can be tied to all Gaussian components. With sufficient

data, a transform can be specific to a leaf node of the regression tree that represents
a group of Gaussian components sharing some common characteristics. With suffi-

cient data, then, these components are adapted in the sense of piecewise linear

transformations, which can to some extent compensate any nonlinear distortions.

Instead of using transformation-based adaptation, one can adapt the HMMs

directly using the MAP algorithm [101, 102]. MAP incorporates prior knowledge of

HMM parameters to get the MAP estimate for the new speaker using speaker-specific

or environment-specific adaptation data. For a particular Gaussian mean, with prior

mean mðnÞ0 , the estimate is

mðnÞ ¼ tmðnÞ0 þPT
t¼1gnðtÞyt

tþPT
t¼1gnðtÞ

(6.29)

where t controls the balance between the maximum likelihood estimate of the

mean from the data and the prior mean, and gn(t) is the posterior probability of

Gaussian component n at time t given the observation sequence.

Though the MAP algorithm provides an optimal solution, it converges slowly and

requires a relatively large amount of adaptation data. For better and faster adaptation,

MAP can be combined with transformation-based methods [105, 120–123]. Another
way to improve MAP’s convergence speed is through structural MAP (SMAP) [124].

In SMAP, Gaussian components are organized into a tree structure and a mean offset

at each layer is estimated for the Gaussians in it. At the root of the tree, the offset is

an average of the maximum likelihood estimate of its mean shift and its a priori mean

shift. This offset is then propagated to its children. The mean offset at a child is an

average of the maximum likelihood estimate of its mean shift and this propagated

prior mean shift from its parent. The computation is carried on recursively from

the root of the tree to the leaves.
There has been some recent interest in fast adaptation techniques (such as cluster

adaptive training (CAT) [103, 125], speaker-adaptive training (SAT) [26], eigenvoice

techniques [126], and eigen-MLLR [104, 127]). Unlike MLLR and MAP, these methods

use information about the characteristics of an HMM set for particular speakers or

environments. They may be seen as an extension of speaker clustering. Rather than

taking a hard decision about speaker style, which may lead to adaptation fragmenta-

tion and a poor choice of speaker group, these methods form a weighted sum of

“speaker cluster” HMMs, and use this interpolated model to represent the current
speaker. The few parameters of these interpolation weights can be viewed as repre-

senting a new speaker in a “speaker space” spanned by these “speaker clusters.”

The number of parameters in these methods can be controlled to be far smaller

than the number of parameters to be estimated in other methods. For example, for a
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full-matrix MLLR transform, the number of parameters is D � (D þ 1), and D is the

feature vector size. The simplest MLLR with diagonal transformation and a bias vec-

tor has 2 � D parameters to be estimated. For a feature vector with 39 dimensions,

the full-matrix MLLR transform has 1560 parameters and the simplest MLLR has 78.

However, it is reported in [103] that, with only 8 speaker clusters, a CAT method

can outperform MLLR.
It is important in these fast adaptation methods to have proper “speaker space.”

Otherwise, they can easily saturate their performance. Differences among these

methods mainly lie in how the “speaker space” is formed. CAT uses individual

speaker cluster models, which have a common variance and mixture weights and

only their Gaussian mean values vary. Thus the mean for a particular Gaussian for

a particular speaker is

m̂ ¼ S
k
lkmk (6.30)

where lk is a specific weight of mean vector mk in cluster k.

In fact, not only can CAT be fast because of the small number of lk to be estimated

during recognition, but its performance can be as good as that of an MLLR-adapted
system. This is achieved using a scheme that updates these cluster means during

training. That is, in CAT bothweight lk and speaker cluster mk are iteratively and jointly
updated during training. During testing, only weights need to be estimated.

A variant of CAT represents cluster mean mk using a set of MLLR transforms of a

“canonical model” as follows:

mk ¼ S
l
clAklm0 (6.31)

where m0 is the canonical mean. Akl are the MLLR transformations, and cl is the

weight of transformation Akl. The number of parameters to be estimated during

training is the number of parameters in the MLLR transforms plus that in the “canon-

ical model,” which could be lower than that in the CAT scheme in (Eq. 6.30). This
variant of CAT, when combined with speaker adaptive training (SAT) [26], has been

widely applied.

The eigenvoice technique [126] differs from CAT in that it finds cluster speakers

using principle component analysis (PCA) of sets of “supervectors” constructed

from all of the mean values in speaker-dependent HMMs [126]. Weights lk are esti-

mated as they are in CAT, however, there is no update of speaker clusters. A variant

of the eigenvoice technique represents cluster speakers using PCA of sets of MLLR

transforms that are applied on a speaker-independent and environment-independent
HMM [104, 127].

Uncertainty in Feature Enhancement
The previously mentioned feature-space methods, albeit low in cost, make point esti-

mates of cleaned speech as if the estimates were exactly the original clean speech X.
Since the clean speech may be difficult to recover, especially in conditions such as

negative instantaneous SNR, models for recognition need to be adapted to be
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“aware” of the conditions’ inaccuracy. One widely used and simple approach is

retraining of models from enhanced features. For example, in [113], the SPLICE fea-

ture enhancement method is combined with matched condition training to obtain a

lower word-error rate than achieved with feature enhancement alone.

Uncertainty decoding is a recent approach that uses an estimated degree of

uncertainty, which may mask some undesirable distortion effects. In [118, 119],
the MAP decision rule (Eq. 6.4) is modified to incorporate uncertainty due to noise

N as follows:

Ŵ ¼ argmax
W

PrðW j�W ÞPrðYjW ;LXÞ

¼ argmax
W

PrðW j�W Þ
Z
X

PrðYjX; yÞPrðXjW ;LXÞdX (6.32)

where the likelihood of noisy speech, given clean speech, is evaluated as follows:

PrðYjX; yÞ ¼
Z
N

PrðYjX;NÞPrðNjyÞdN (6.33)

A natural choice for approximating (6.33) is to use M Gaussian components. At time

t, we then have

Prðyt jxt ; yÞ ¼
XM
m¼1

PrðmjyÞ Prðyt jxt ;m; yÞ (6.34)

We may train the Gaussian components based on noisy speech, and then

PrðmjyÞ � Prðmjyt ; yÞ (6.35)

Further approximation can be done by choosing the most likely component m*.

Then we have

Prðyt jxt ; yÞ � Prðyt jxt ;m*; yÞ (6.36)

This conditional likelihood is plugged into (Eq. 6.32). At time t, (Eq. 6.32) is a

convolution of Gaussian components. Assuming yt is linearly transformed from xt,

we have

Prðyt jy;LxÞ ¼
X
n

cnNðAm*

yt þ bm*

; mðnÞx ;SðnÞ
x þ Sm*

b Þ (6.37)

Compared to the feature enhancement in the fMLLR described in Section 6.4.5, the

additional cost is a result of adding global variance Sm*

b to the original variance SðnÞ
x

of each component. If this global variance is diagonal, the additional cost is
insignificant.

In addition to incorporating uncertainty, another advantage of this decision rule

is that one may choose a simplified model to evaluate Pr(Y|X, y). In the simplest

scheme [116], a single Gaussian is used to model noisy speech, so that a global

variance is used in (Eq. 6.37) to enlarge the original Gaussian variance of the clean

acoustic model. With more Gaussian components used, (Eq. 6.37) becomes a cluster-

dependent computation that has Gaussian component variances enlarged with a
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cluster-dependent variance, and uses cluster-dependent speech enhancement. A sim-

pler scheme in [117] uses cluster-dependent enhancement of speech but applies a

global variance to enlarge the original Gaussian variances.

6.4.6 Special Transducer Arrangement to Solve the Cocktail
Party Problem

It has been observed that a speech recognizer can be made robust to adverse acous-

tic environments if the transducers can be favorably arranged. In the simplest case, if

we use a unidirectional microphone and place it near the mouth, we can reduce dis-
tortion due to background noise and reverberation. This will improve the SNR of the

recorded speech. If we use two microphones, one to capture the noise signal and

the other to pick up the noisy speech signal, we can apply adaptive filtering algo-

rithms, such as least mean squares (LMS), to achieve speech enhancement. This can-

cels both stationary and nonstationary noise and improves recognition performance

in the presence of noise [47, 48].

What is more challenging to state-of-the-art speech recognition systems is

recognizing speech in the presence of competing speech-like distortions. This is
known as the cocktail party problem [20], and it is very apparent in hands-free

speech recognition applications (e.g., teleconferencing, a moving car), where it

is not possible to use a close-talking microphone. The common wisdom is to apply

a set of well-spaced microphone arrays and to properly fuse the signals they

recorded. With an adaptive beamforming procedure used jointly with a source

localization procedure [49–52], the SNR of speech is increased in both stationary

and nonstationary acoustic environments (background noise and reverberation).

In addition to beamforming, there is independent component analysis (ICA) [53],
a recent approach for enhancement of desired speech experiencing types of other

interference. ICA assumes mutual statistical independence between the desired

speech and interference. Both beamforming and ICA may introduce some distor-

tions to the enhanced speech signal. To deal with the problem, we can use meth-

ods introduced in previous sections (e.g., CMN) to remove some residual

distortion in the enhanced signal.
6.5 SUMMARY
In this chapter, we addressed robust speech recognition for ambient intelligence.

Mismatch between training and testing conditions causes severe degradation in speech

recognition performance. The aim of robust speech recognition is to overcome this mis-

match so that degradation in performance becomes moderate and graceful. We con-

centrated here on mismatch resulting from variability in the speech signal. The

sources for this variability include additive background noise, channel and microphone
mismatches, speaker mismatch, and different accents, stress types, and speaking styles.

A number of widely used robust speech recognition techniques were briefly

described. These range from simple to complex. To build a robust system for
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ambient intelligence, it is a good idea to start with simple approaches, including fea-

ture normalization methods such as CMN, which have advantages of easy implemen-

tation and low computational cost. To further boost robustness, we may use a

proper adaptation method such as MLLR.

However, in some situations involving ambient intelligence, these approaches

may not be sufficient. For instance, MLLR requires larger amounts of adaptation data
than do methods that use a parametric function of environment effects on clean

speech. The parametric function allows model space adaptation or feature-space

enhancement with small amounts of data. Thus, if high performance is required with

small amounts of adaptation data, some model-based methods can be used, but they

may not be applied to any feature types or to compensate any distortion types. For

instance, CVN cannot work with the parametric function (6.24) in JAC.

In the design of a practical robust speech recognition system for ambient intelli-

gence, computational complexity is a very important factor. Thus, it is worthwhile
to revise robust speech recognition methods in order to achieve simplified proce-

dures, albeit with some performance losses. Balancing performance and computa-

tional cost for robust speech recognition for ambient intelligence will be a design art.
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